
Open on Oct. 8,  Asakusa Tobu Hotel,  253 rooms
Open on Nov. 12,  THE GATE HOTEL RYOGOKU by HULIC,  126 rooms
Open on Nov. 25,  sequence SUIDOBASHI,  119 rooms

Newly Opened Hotels Information

www.newotani.co.jp/en/tokyo/stay/exe/about/forbes/

In the Hotel Rating Section of Forbes Travel Guide 2021, which aims to rate first-class 
hospitality, Hotel New Otani Tokyo’s “EXECUTIVE HOUSE ZEN,” which has been accom-
modating many state guests from all over the world since its opening, received the high-
est rating of five stars for the second consecutive year, and “The Main” earned a four-
star rating for the first time.
    Akasaka-mitsuke Sta. (Subway), Nagatacho Sta. (Subway), Kojimachi Sta. (Subway), 
Yotsuya Sta. (JR, Subway)

Hotel New Otani Tokyo 
received a total of nine stars 
from Forbes Travel Guide

tokyo-portcity-takeshiba.jp/

A large-scale complex facility surrounded by the ocean at the Takeshiba Pier and the greenery 
of Hama-rikyu Gardens and Kyu Shiba-rikyu Gardens. While the higher floors are for offices, 
the lower floors are a commercial facility zone, with various types of cafes and restaurants. The 
stepped terraces from the 2nd to 6th floors offer a place to feel nature with lush greenery.
     Takeshiba Sta. (Yurikamome), Hamamatsucho Sta. (JR, Tokyo Monorail), Daimon Sta. (Subway)

“Tokyo Portcity Takeshiba” with 
restaurants and terraces surrounded 
by greenery opened in September

Opening of “Marunouchi Terrace” with delicious 
food and entertainment on November �

Due to open between Marunouchi and Otemachi, 
this new facility has various tenants, including 
MARUNOUCHI BASE, an entertainment facility 
where you can enjoy an American diner, karaoke, 
darts, and table tennis, and several restaurants 
where you can enjoy Spanish, French, and Italian 
dishes. On the 9th and 10th floors, a rooftop res-
taurant THE UPPER opened as well.
     Otemachi Sta. (Subway), Tokyo Sta. (JR)
www.marunouchi.com/lp/
marunouchiterrace/
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Devi Corner Shinagawa

Shinagawa Sta.

Shibaurabashi

Takahamabashi

Hamajibashi
Shibaura

Chuo Park

Sengakuji Sta.
Yakitori Takiguchi

SIRO to IROIRO

TOUCH TO GO

Araiya

APA Hotel Shinagawa
 Sengakuji-Ekimae

TOKYU STAY Takanawa

Miyako City
 Tokyo Takanawa

Takanawa
Park

Tokyo Freight Terminal

Hamamatsucho

KEIKYU EX INN Sengakuji-Station

　　　 : ATMs that allow you to withdraw cash by credit cards, such as VISA, issued in another country
　: ATMs inside post o�ces      　: ATMs inside convenience stores   
*Accepted types of credit cards are displayed at each location.  Please check before using the service.

       The Area around 
Takanawa

Gateway Sta.

        SHINAGAWA SEASON TERRACE
This complex facility of offices and commercial tenants is 
adjacent to Shibaura Chuo Park. The 3rd floor and above have 
offices, while the 1st to 3rd floors have about 20 tenants, 

including restaurants, cafes, and shops of various types.  
shinagawa-st.jp/

        Shibaura Chuo Park
Enjoy beautiful seasonal flowers, such as cherry blossoms, 
flowering dogwood, hydrangea, and roses as well as various living 
creatures, including insects, such as dragonflies, and animals, 
such as ducks. There is also a nice place for kids to play.
shibaurachuopark.com/shibaura-chuo-park/shibaura-chuo-map

        Sengaku-ji Temple
Founded in the Soto-sakurada area by Tokugawa Ieyasu, the 
founder of the Tokugawa shogunate, in 1612, this temple of the 
Soto sect of Buddhism was relocated to the current location 
after burning down in a massive fire in 1641. It is free to enter the 
temple and 500 yen for entrance to Akogishi Kinenkan museum.
www.sengakuji.or.jp/

        An unmanned convenience store TOUCH TO GO
The convenience store camera captures an item(s) a shopper 
takes up in hand in real time and the shopper can choose what 
he/she needs and pay for it/them simply using a touch panel 
at the exit.
ttg.co.jp/
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Gourmet Guide

         Devi Corner Shinagawa
Enjoy authentic Indian dishes made 
by Indian chefs. Various kinds of savory curry with cream 
and butter are available at different levels of spiciness from 
mild to very spicy. Butter chicken (M size, 1,595 yen), DEVI 
Special Dal (M size, 1,632 yen), etc.
devi-corner.business.site/

c

         Yakitori Takiguchi
Carefully-selected seasonal free-range chicken and seasonal 
vegetables are grilled on white charcoal. Only some monthly 
courses are available. Standard course (5,500 yen), full course 
(8,800 yen), etc. *A service fee of 10% will be charged separately.
takiguchi-sengakuji.com/

b

         SIRO to IROIRO 
This is a sister shop of popular bakery 
cafe “BREAD, ESPRESSO &” and sells a variety of breads, 
doughnuts, and desserts. Along with signature products Mou 
(350 yen) and Mou Choco (280 yen), Cinnamon Roll Mou 

(420 yen), which is available only at this shop, is also popular. 
www.sirotoiroiro.com

a
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Takanawa Gateway Sta.

Sengaku-ji Temple

SHINAGAWA SEASON TERRACE

Takanawa Gateway Station, a new station between JR Tamachi and Shinagawa stations, 
opened in March 2020. The station was designed by Kengo Kuma, a world-renowned architect. 

The large roof with an origami motif suggests the beauty of “wa,” or Japanese “harmony.”
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This restaurant has an atmosphere of Kyoto. “Shimizu mizutaki course” 
includes a mizutaki nabe of carefully-selected free-range chicken as a main 
dish (4,400 yen for one serving). As it is located along the Meguro River, you 
can enjoy your food while looking at beautiful cherry blossoms in early spring.
      Naka-meguro Sta. (Subway, Tokyu)

5 Mizutaki Shimizu
salt-group.jp/shop/shimizu/

This restaurant is famous for “curry noodles,” with an appetizing 
spicy aroma. But you should try “curry nabe,” a curry-flavored nabe 
simmered in a clay pot (1,490 yen for one serving). The minimum 
order is 2 servings.
      Roppongi Sta. (Subway)

4 Minowa Roppongi
roppongi-minowa.gorp.jp/

Its signature dish, “uni shabu-shabu,” is a gorgeous dish with a rich 
soup with a generous amount of sea urchin (uni), in which you add 
vegetables, such as mizuna leaves and negi leeks, and swish a piece 
of white fish around. The course is available for 8,250 yen and up.
      Shinjuku-sanchome Sta. (Subway)

3 Shinjuku Ichirin
ichirintokyo.com/

2
This restaurant serves more than 30 kinds of nabe, including 
seafood nabe with pricey ingredients like oysters and milts, 
mushroom nabe, cheese nabe, chicken ball nabe, crab miso 
paste nabe, and tororo (grated Chinese yam) nabe. The prices 
are 1,639 yen and up. The minimum order is 2 servings.
      Ikebukuro Sta. (JR, Subway, Tobu, Seibu)

Kyushu Kurodaiko Ikebukuro
www.dd-holdings.jp/shops/kurodaiko/ikebukuro#/

This is a popular restaurant in Hakata, Fukuoka Prefecture, which 
is famous for its motsu-nabe (offal hot pot). There are two kinds of 
motsu-nabe, one with soy-sauce flavor with sweet Kyushu soy sauce 
and the other one with miso flavor with three kinds of Kyushu miso. 
3,164 yen for 2 servings. The minimum order is 2 servings.
       Asakusa Sta. (Subway, Tobu, Tsukuba Express)

1 Asakusa Yoshifuji

Shinjuku

Ikebukuro

Yurakucho
TokyoShibuya

Ebisu

Ueno

Naka-meguro

Akihabara

Asakusa2

3

5

4

1

As it is getting colder, we all miss nabe (hot pot) dishes. 
The section below introduces unique Japanese nabe dishes available in Tokyo.

Nabe dishes in Tokyo
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When it is getting closer to Christmas, you can see beautiful illuminations 
here and there in Tokyo. This issue introduces several places to enjoy 
illuminations. Some illumination events are unfortunately cancelled this 
year due to COVID-19, but please enjoy the winter while maintaining 
social distance.

Editor’s note
For other festivals and events...
See the o�cial Tokyo travel guide 
“GO TOKYO” 
www.gotokyo.org/en/

◆Nov. 17 – Feb. 14, 2021
HIBIYA Magic Time Illumination 
@HIBIYA Area with TOKYO MIDTOWN HIBIYA
www.hibiya.tokyo-midtown.com.e.adj.hp.
transer.com/en/
Feel a magical moment in a golden sparkling area. Park View 
Garden on the 6th floor of Tokyo Midtown Hibiya is a great 
spot to enjoy gorgeous illumination along with the night view 
of Hibiya.
      Hibiya Sta. (Subway), Yurakucho Sta. (JR)

◆Nov. 5 – Feb. 14, 2021
Marunouchi Illumination 2020 @Marunouchi 
Naka-dori Street, the area around Tokyo Sta., etc.
www.marunouchi.com/
More than 330 trees along the street will be decorated with 
about 1.2 million LED bulbs with champagne-gold color. This 
year, the event will be held with an intention to show appreciation 
to medical/healthcare workers and others working to fight 
against the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as to show support for 
people all over Japan.       Tokyo Sta. (JR, Subway), Nijubashi-
mae ‹Marunouchi› Sta. (Subway)

◆Oct. 22 – Apr. 4, 2021
Yomiuri Land Jewellumination @Yomiuri Land
www.yomiuriland.com/en/jewellumination/
The theme of this year is “Resonance between gold and birth-
stone.” Using 6.5 million LED bulbs with jewel colors, mes-
merizing illumination will cover 12 areas in the park.
           Night Pass: 2,500 yen, Night Entrance fee: 1,500 yen
       About 5–10 min. Keio-Yomiuriland Sta. (Keio) by Gondola 
“Sky Shuttle,” or, about 5 min. from Keio-Yomiuriland Sta. 
(Keio) by Odakyu Bus, or, about 10 min. from Yomiuriland-
mae Sta. (Odakyu) by Odakyu Bus 

Illumination events

CHECK IT!

Cautions upon visiting public facilities, including museums and art museums

If you and/or your family 
member(s) are feeling sick, 
please refrain from visiting 
the venue.

Exhibitions are subject 
to change or cancellation, 
so please check 
the information in advance.

Please wear a mask.

◆Nov. 25 – Jan. 24, 2021
GIGA MANGA from Edo Giga to Modern 
Manga @Sumida Hokusai Museum 
hokusai-museum.jp/?lang=en
This exhibition will showcase the history of 
Japanese manga, with ukiyoe block prints from 
the Edo period (1603–1867), satirical manga 
magazines from the Meiji to Taisho periods 
(1868 –1926), and manga for kids during war-
time in the Showa period (1926–1989).
            Tickets at door: 1,200 yen
      Ryogoku Sta. (JR, Subway) 

Mummy Mask of Pa-remet-syg with Demotic Inscriptions    Around 50 ~ 100 A.D
©Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung Berlin / M. Büsing

◆Nov. 21 – Apr. 4, 2021 
Ancient Egypt - The Creation of the World 
@EDO-TOKYO MUSEUM
egypt-ten2021.jp/
Focusing on ancient Egyptian mythology, this exhibition introduces about 130 masterpieces 
selected from the Egyptian collection of the Egyptian Museum of Berlin.
            Tickets at door: 1,800 yen          Ryogoku Sta. (JR, Subway)

◆Oct. 16 – Mar. 7, 2021 
traNslatioNs – Understanding Misunderstanding @21_21 DESIGN SIGHT Gallery 1&2
www.2121designsight.jp/en/program/translations/
This exhibition presents the mysterious world of language, the fun of “understanding” and “misunder-
standing, that occur in communication, and the possibility of accepting the situation of “being unable 
to understand each other.”
         1,200 yen (advance reservation required)        Roppongi Sta. (Subway), Nogizaka Sta. (Subway)

Pick-up Topic: Events

Tokyo Event Information  Oct. 2020 –   Apr. 2021
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